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An armchair detective, I'm most content perusing pages of murder, suspense, and whodunit. But 
sooner or later necessity demands I don my trench coat - Sam Spade fashion - and gumshoe 
through the fog-shrouded hills in search of another mystery. My tracks stop at 746 Diamond 
Street in front of The San Francisco Mystery Bookstore, the city-by-the-bay's only mystery 
bookstore, and one of the first in the country. 

A stained-glass image of Sherlock Holmes, pipe protruding, deerstalker atop his head, marks the 
spot. On Saturday afternoons, sleuths and seekers huddle ill cramped quarters around mystery-
diehard owner Bruce Taylor. Their mission: stalking, swapping, and opining about clues f' and 
crime. Nineteen years in the business, Taylor tracks out-of-print books, bizarre requests, and 
dead characters. ~"l Mystery aficionados toss facts and incidents from their reliable memory 
banks. And if the mind blanks, Taylor thumbs through the Twentieth-Century Crime and Mystery 
Writers and the Crime Bibliography, 1789-1980, two reference books for armchair detectives. It's 
all there; if it isn't, rest assured that Taylor will trace it. 

Maybe you're not dying to schmooze with hard-core hounds, but simply want to curl up with a 
cup of tea and a real page-turner. Taylor stocks them all. Holmes has his own corner, and 
bestsellers have their territory as well. Nominees and winners of the Edgar Allan Poe Award - the 
Pulitzer Prize for mystery writers - respectfully have their own rack. And if your domicile has 
too many mysteries to begin with, bag that stack under your bed: Trade-ins are the bones of this 
business. 

Private-eye and suspense still rank as favorites. Mystery writers Marcia Muller and Sue Grafton 
are the store's top bestsellers. But there's a new trend, code named Sisters-In-Crime: Women 
mystery writers are becoming more popular and more prolific. 

You'll never leave The San Francisco Mystery Bookstore without acquiring information, even if 
you're not looking for it. There's the bulletin board announcing book signings and minor awards. 
And who can walk up the stairs and leave a compelling newsletter titled Murder and Mayhem or 
The Drood Review on the stairwell? Just past the facts, wall-to-wall bookshelves house the finest  
collection of paperback mysteries on the West Coast.

The hours are slightly mysterious: Friday, noon to 6 p.m.; Saturday, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.; and 
Sunday, noon to 6 p.m. The phone number is (415) 282-7444. Sleuth or not, it's a crime to 
overlook this alluring bookstore.


